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Introduction: Giant cell lesions (GCLs) in the bones of children and adolescents are represented by various 

pathologic entities are sometimes very difficult to differentiate, chose correct course of treatment, and predict 

the prognosis.  

Methods: We analyzed 585 cases of bone tumors and tumor-like lesions in children and adolescents from 2009 

to 2014. GCLs were found in 27 patients (4,61%). The specimens were examined grossly and fixed in 10% 

formalin. Paraffin embedded sections stained with haematoxylin and eosin and examined histologically. Initial 

diagnoses of all the cases were based on their clinical, radiological, and histological features.  

Results: All cases of GCLs were divided into 4 groups: giant cell tumors (GCT) (9), giant cell reparative 

granuloma (GCRG) (15), cherubism (2) and solid variant of aneurismal bone cyst (ABC) (1). The main age of 

GCT-patients were 13-16 years, 6 cases with long bone involvement and 3 in flat bones (2 in the pelvis, 1 in 

vertebra, Th5), local recurrence registered in 3 cases (33,3%). The age of patients with GCRG was from 3 to 17 

years old, an equal male/female ratio, sites of involvement were maxilla (7), mandible (7) and 1 case in the 

frontal bone. Local recurrence registered in 5 cases (33,3%). In one 3 y.o. boy with GCRG multiple bone lesions 

were revealed. We observed 2 cherubism cases with multiple GCLs of mandible and maxilla. A solid variant of 

ABC was registered in the right femur of a 13 y.o. girl. Radiographically GCLs are a lytic lesion, sometimes 

focally destroy cortex and invade into neighboring soft tissues. Despite the generally accepted criteria for 

differential diagnosis, histologically GCLs have closely overlapping features. Microscopically, in 3 cases of GCRG 

of the jaw we revealed features indistinguishable from GCT (numerous multinucleated osteoclast-like giant 

cells, mononuclear cell nuclei identical to nuclei of giant cells).  

Conclusion: Despite the generally accepted criteria for differential diagnosis, histologically and 

radiographically GCLs in children and adolescents have closely overlapping features. GCT and GCRG have 

locally aggressive behavior and equal frequency of relapses in our investigation. GSLs should be differentiated 

by multidisciplinary approach on their clinical, radiological and histological features.  

 

 


